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This document will be updated with answers to the frequently asked questions that are
received – please visit this page occasionally.
Q‐1: Can you please comment on any preference for projects involving a single Principal
Investigator (PI) versus collaborative projects with PIs at more than one institution?
A‐1: The Announcement states that “… collaborative projects are strongly encouraged but not
required.” Actually, given the small project budgets ($100K/year or $250K/year in total) we are
neutral on single‐PI versus collaborative projects.
Q‐2: Can you please clarify the significance of the $100K/year or $250K/year budget limits?
A‐2: A University‐led project must have a total budget of $100K/year so that total would need
to be divided up with other collaborating institutions in the project (if any). A Lab‐led project
has a total budget of $250K/year and takes into account the budgets of collaborating
institutions (if any). The respective $100K and $250K annual budget is for the entire project and
that total depends on the institution of the Lead PI. Note that researchers from industry are
considered to be and must submit as “University” collaborators.
Q‐2a: Do the $100K/year or $250K/year project budget limits apply to multi‐institution
collaborations?
A‐2a: Yes ‐ the limits apply, and they are triggered by the type of institution that hosts the Lead
PI. The limits apply to collaborations, and they also apply if one institution is involved as a
subawardee of another institution in the overall collaboration.
Q‐2b: May a University and a Lab collaborate?
A‐2b: Yes ‐ the institution hosting the Lead PI of the collaboration is the lead institution of the
collaboration, and that institution’s project budget limit applies to the overall collaboration.
Q‐3: Regarding Questions 2, in which a Lab‐led project ($250K/year) includes a collaboration
with a University PI – is it ok for the Lab PI to submit a budget for, say, $75K/year and the
University PI to submit a budget for $175K/year? Note that the project is Lab‐led and the
total project budget is $250K/year.
A‐3: Yes – this collaborative budget scenario is permissible since the overall Lab‐led project
budget is $250K/year.

